Abstract-The use of multimode fibers in mode division multiplexed space-division multiplexing systems offers one solution to the capacity limitations of single-mode fiber transmission. Passive components to control the individual modes in few-mode fiber (FMF) are key elements to build more complex modules and components necessary for a high performance system. Fiber-based mode converters are important elements in the FMF mux/demux, and long-period gratings have been investigated to provide mode conversion in two-and four-mode fibers. A method to separate and monitor the modes in real time is described as the basis of a method to measure the individual modal performance of a component during fabrication.
I. INTRODUCTION
T RANSMISSION capacity limitations of single mode fibers are dictating the investigation of alternative approaches to ensure continued bandwidth growth in future networks. Few mode fiber (FMF) based SDM transmission systems offer major potential to increase transmission capacity [1] . Key to the optimum performance of any system is the component building blocks. Developing the fundamental components to provide individual modal control that will form the basis of key system modules such as; mux/demux, OADMS etc. provides a challenge to component developers. As part of the EU supported MODE-GAP project [2] we are investigating the passive fiber component requirements to optimize mode selection and manipulation.
The requirement for the multiplexer is to convert the LP 01 mode from a single mode fiber to a pure stable in-fiber higher order mode and combine the modes into a single fiber. Fiber and waveguide based multiplexers have been demonstrated [3] and here results from work on fiber based Long Period Grating (LPG) mode converters [4] that can be extended to higher order mode fibers, are discussed. An important factor in mode selective component manufacture is the ability to measure the individual modes in real time whilst fabricating the component. Methods of measuring the modal content of the fiber have been proposed [4] , [5] , but none that provide real time monitoring. A method is described to select the individual modes and monitor them during component fabrication.
II. FIBER MODE CONVERTERS
Creating a periodic asymmetric perturbation to a fiber capable of supporting LP 01 and LP 11 modes will convert power in one mode to the other providing the grating period is equal to the modal beat length i.e. L B = λ/(n e01 −n e11 ),where n e01 , n e11 are the effective refractive index of the two modes. Squeezing with a periodic mechanical grating, couples light cyclically between the modes [6] .
A. Mechanical LPG
The target was to produce an easy to use, adjustable mode converter with wavelength and coupling ratio tuning useable with different fiber types. For a mechanical perturbation with equal pressure applied at each coupling point (i.e. equal coupling coefficient) the power transferred from the LP 01 to LP 11 mode is given by the following equation [6] :
where N is the number of coupling points and K is the coupling coefficient. applied force and the central wavelength determined by the perturbation period and the wavelength range is defined by the grating length (no. of periods). Figure 2 shows a photograph of the final version of the mechanical mode converter based around a steel plate with a 30 period grating cut into it. This length was found to be optimum to provide high coupling with acceptable bandwidth and good stability. The replaceable plate can be adjusted to vary the angle of the grating relative to the fiber, changing the effective period and consequently the central coupling wavelength. The variable angle of up to 15 deg provided the capability of selecting the central wavelength within C-and L-band for the 2-moded fiber used in this work. The grating, on the upper face of a steel plate, was attached to the base of the converter with a central pin and fixing screws to allow angular variation. The fiber was fixed with a clamp either side across the grating and an adjustable screw applied pressure to the fiber deforming it over the grating through an upper flat steel plate. The performance of the converter was evaluated using a broadband ASE source and measuring the power transmitted through the grating as a function of wavelength on an OSA. Single mode fiber was spliced to the input and output of the dual mode fiber held in the mechanical LPG and mode strippers used to ensure a pure LP 01 launch and detection. Figure 3 shows the results from the grating using dual mode fiber with a beat length of 1.17 mm at 1550 nm. The results show coupling of 30 dB from LP 01 to LP 11 at the central wavelength. The limit was close to the measurement limits set by the transmitted power levels and the effectiveness of the mode strippers. The experimental results are shown together with results from the model based on the coupling equation with K = 0.053. The LPGs were used to provide LP 11 input in dual mode fiber amplifier experiments [8] .
B. Arc Induced LPG
Mechanically tunable gratings offer advantages, to provide a good quality LP 11 mode at different wavelengths, to give a combination of LP 01 and LP 11 or to switch between the two modes. However fixed gratings offer higher stability and increased flexibility of design providing a more promising option for mode selection in the mux/demux. LPGs can be fabricated by several methods [8] , [9] and we selected the arc technique [10] . Single mode fiber is spliced to both ends of the dual mode fiber and two mode strippers formed on either side of the grating region. The quality of the input LP 01 mode is crucial to the fabrication of a good quality grating. Using a broadband ASE source the formation of the grating is monitored on the OSA. The arc is fired and the fiber moved by the modal beat length and then the arc fired again. Figure 4 shows the response of a grating formed by this technique using 34 coupling points, the position of the peak can be modified by changing the stepping distance.
C. LPG Polarization Sensitivity
System applications will use polarization multiplexing in conjunction with mode multiplexing to efficiently utilize the available fiber bandwidth therefore polarization characteristics of Mode Division Multiplexed (MDM) systems are extremely important. The polarization characteristics of the gratings were investigated, in particular in relation to the LP 11a and LP 11b modes. In principle the mode converter will create the mode designated LP 11a and physically rotating the converter through 90 deg. creates LP 11b and the modes are polarization independent. The gratings were measured using a polarization controlled input such that any input state of polarization could be created and all states scanned over time. The output LP 11 mode was imaged and it was observed that the LP 11 orientation changed with input LP 01 polarization state. Two clear cases of different input polarization states are observed one producing LP 11a and the other LP 11b . The LP 11 mode derived from the LPG depends on the input polarization state. Further observation indicated that there is a rotation of the lobes of the LP 11 mode as the input state is varied.
By pressing the fiber the mechanical converter creates a birefringence defining two differential 'linear' axes causing a change in the transmitted state of polarization unless the input is a linear state on axis. Rotation of the LP 11 mode propagating along a fiber due to the beating of the vectorial modes constituting LP 11 mode has been shown [11] . Introduction of birefringence in the grating and vectorial mode beating are believed to cause the spatial mode sensitivity to input polarization state changes. Figure 5 shows the two distinct orthogonal LP 11 modes achieved by changing the input state of polarization. In this case LP 11a has one polarization state and LP 11b another, rotating the converter through 90 deg rotates the spatial modes such that the polarization states of the modes are reversed.
D. 4-Mode Fiber LPG
Components developed for FMF applications should be scalable to many modes. Further grating work has been continued with 4-mode fiber supporting LP 01 , LP 11 , LP 21 , LP 02 . The effective refractive indices of the 4-modes were known so the mechanical gratings were made to couple between the modes and the fiber LPGs fabricated directly by programming the appropriate step distances. Figure 6 shows LP 01 , LP 11 and LP 21 modes from the mechanical grating and the fiber grating approaches.
Optimum coupling for the LP 02 mode showed high residual LP 11 (see figure 9 ) reducing the clarity of the mode image.
The mechanical and in-fiber LPGs can be used to convert from LP 01 input from single mode fiber to the higher order modes prior to multiplexing, conversely the higher order modes are converted back to LP 01 .
III. MODE SELECTOR
Visualization and measurement of the fiber modes in real time is of great importance in the fabrication of FMF components. A measurement technique should isolate each individual mode to facilitate optical measurements. The technique investigated here, as part of the component research, is based on coupling the propagating modes to radiation modes and spatially separating them to undertake the measurements. By tapering the optical fiber the propagating modes can be coupled to radiation modes though a high index overlay material such as a glass prism. Initially used to select modes coupled into an optical fiber [12] the approach has also been used on side polished fibers to measure the effective index of the modes [13] . Access to the propagating modes can be achieved by tapering the fiber, side-polishing to remove cladding or using tilted gratings [14] .
Side-polishing an optical fiber over a rotating wheel enables the polishing depth and polish region length to be defined. The finished device has a polished surface that is parallel to the fiber core along the full polished region. Attaching a high index prism to the fiber, couples out the propagating modes to the radiation modes at an angle (θ) given by sinθ = (n 2 p -n 2 e )
1 / 2 dependent on the mode effective index (n e ) and the prism index (n p ), figure 7 . Initially the mode selector was fabricated on dual mode fiber and tested in conjunction with the variable LPG to assess the modal separation. The measured differential divergence angle between LP 01 and LP 11 modes at 1550 nm was 0.29°c ompared to that calculated from fiber data of 0.28°. The relative divergence is sufficient to enable separation by spatial filtering of each of the radiated modes. The set-up used to measure the modes was a tunable laser input to the mechanical LPG through a single mode fiber, polarization controller and mode stripper. The output from the LPG was spliced into the mode selector and the two radiated output modes were measured on a beam profiler. Figure 8 shows the three output conditions, LP 01 , LP 01 + LP 11 (50/50) and LP 11 .
A 4-mode fiber was side-polished and a prism attached to measure the individual modes from the fiber. Mode generation was achieved by using the mechanical and in-fiber LPGs to create the required modes. The on-line use of the prism mode selector was demonstrated by fabricating an in-fiber grating to convert from LP 11 to LP 02 mode. Figure 9 shows the spatial distribution of power in the four modes and the result from the LP 02 mode LPG.
The four modes from the fiber are distinguishable and form the basis to fabricate components whilst monitoring power in each mode.
IV. CONCLUSION
Fiber components are important to provide a low loss, stable multiplex/demultiplex capability in FMF transmission work. The key components are those required to generate the desired modes with a high degree of purity and combine them onto a single transmission fiber with minimum loss and crosstalk. The LPG and fiber couplers are key technologies to realize the necessary components. Methods to monitor the modal content during fabrication are important and the mode selective prism provides the capability to measure the modes independently. Current work has shown the operation of tunable and fixed LPGs and a method of real time modal content monitoring. The technologies under investigation are scalable to higher order FMF.
